Risk Factors for *Legionella longbeachae* Legionnaires’ Disease, New Zealand

Technical Appendix

Technical Appendix Figure. Causal diagram for relationship between compost use and Legionnaires’ disease. Causal diagrams (directed acyclic graphs) represent the relationships between different variables that might affect the exposure and outcome of interest (1). This diagram, made by using the Web-based program DAGitty (2), makes clear that smoking and COPD are not confounders of the relationship between compost use and Legionnaires’ disease; no relationship between smoking and COPD and compost use was found. The gray nodes are unobserved parts of the causal pathways between different variables (blue) and the outcome (LD). The diagram also makes clear that we assume for our analyses that gardening has an effect on the risk for Legionnaires’ disease solely through the use of compost. COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; LD, Legionnaires’ disease.
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